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Abstract

We consider the archetypal learning problem

where a finite sample of examples generated by

an underlying random process is made avail-

able to the learner who generates a hypothe-

sis in a model class by gradient descent over

the empirical loss function. In this context,

we derive two criteria for machine size selec-

tion for a class of general nonlinear machines

which includes feed forward neural networks as

a subclass. The first criterion yields simulta-

neous estimates of optimal machine size and

optimal stopping time for the gradient descent

learning algorithm and may be viewed as a for-

mal extension of Akaike’s information criterion

(AIC) to include general models and the learn-

ing process per se. This criterion results in

optimal generalization—in the sense of min-

imizing the loss function—but may not lead

to consistent estimation. The second criterion

admits of a selection of machine size which

leads to consistent estimation but is provably

nonoptimal. The latter criterion has the same

asymptotic form as Rissanen’s minimum de-

scription length principle (MDL), A study of

the properties of the two criteria sheds light on

the effects of AIC and MDL on generalization

performance, and provides guidelines in effect-

ing a choice between the two types of model

size selection criteria.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A central problem in learning from examples is the se-

lection of machine complexity (size) for a given learning

problem. At the root of the problem is the bias/variance

dilemma: a model that is too small will not be able to

capture the salient features of the data (bias); on the

other hand, a model that is too large may lead to poor

performance on new data (because of large variance).

Both situations lead to poor generalization. Machine

complexity and generalization performance are hence

intimately linked,

Machine training geared towards minimizing the em-

pirical or training error on the data usually gives an

unduly optimistic estimate of the generalization error,

more so for machines of larger size. Therefore, essen-

tially all machine size selection criteria modify the em-

pirical error by penalizing larger machines in some way

(for instance, by adding an additional term reflecting

the machine complexity to the empirical error), Ex-

amples include Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [1],

Barron’s complexity regularization method [2], and the

minimum description length (MDL) principle of Rissa-

nen [3]. B ayesian met hods modify the empirical er-

ror estimates by considering the a priori distribution

of learning parameters.

While the above-mentioned criteria exhibit various opti-

mality properties (for instance, the consistency of MD L),

in practice, when the number of examples is finite, these

criteria do not necessarily yield optimal (or even close to

optimal) generalization performance. In fact, alt bough

MDL has been widely used in the learning community,

its properties are not fully understood; the application

of AIC on the other hand is justified only in some re-

stricted settings, and it is not clear how to extend it to

more general settings. The imposition of a systematic

complexity penalty that yields optimal generalization

performance is possible only when a sufficiently precise

link between training and generalization errors is forged.

For a given model class (such as, for example, a nested
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class of neural networks) the number of parameters is

one indication of the complexity of a machine class, the

domain of the parameter space being another. The

aforementioned machine selection methods in general

impose complexity penalties by penalizing large num-

bers of parameters and/or restricting the domain of the

parameter space. Typically the specifics of the learning

algorithm and the training time are not taken into ac-

count. Indeed, in the application of these methods it is

often assumed that for a machine of given size, the best

fit to the data has been achieved. However, recent nu-

merical experiments and theoretical studies on learning

in feedforward neural networks reveal that the degree

to which the data fits the machine plays an important

r61e, as also the time dynamics of the training process,

in determining the generalization performance. In par-

ticular, it is not always advantageous to maximally fit

the data.

In this paper we present two criteria for choosing ma-

chine complexity. The first criterion simultaneously pre-

scribes the optimal machine size as well as the optimal

time at which learning should be stopped. This criterion

can be viewed as an extension of AIC in two directions:

(1) taking into account the learning process in time;

and (2) including more general data generating models.

We show that this criterion leads to near-optimal gen-

eralization when there are a finite number of examples

though the estimates may not be consistent. The second

criterion is similar to MDL in spirit and prescribes ma-

chine complexity which leads to consistent learning, but

does not yield best generalization with a finite number

of examples.

The main theorems are proved by the joint applica-

tion of the uniform convergence of probability measures

in empirical “processes (based on ideas introduced by

Vapnik and Cervonenkis—the VC-method) and the no-

tion of differentiable statistical functional (due to Von

Mises): the VC-method provides an initial bound while

the latter technique yields a precise second-order ap-

proximation of the generalization error.

2 THE LEARNING PROBLEM

We consider the problem of learning from examples a re-

lation between two vectors x and y determined by a fixed

but unknown probability distribution P (x, y ). For defi-

niteness, we shall assume that the relation is described

by

Y=9(X> L),

The hypothesis class ~d is a family of functions (vec-

tors) indexed on a subset @d of d-dimensional Euclidean

space: ~d = {f(x, 9) : 6 ~ ~d & Rd }. For example, if

xEIRm and y is a scalar, ~d can be the class of func-

tions computed by a feed forward neural network with

one hidden layer comprised of h neurons and activation

function +:

In the above, d = (m+ 2)1-t+ 1 denotes the number of

adjust able parameters.

We suppose that we are given a nested family of hy-

pothesis classes (Jd ~d where ~d C ~d I for d < d’.

Thus, for instance, we could consider the nested family

of feed forward neural networks with one hidden layer

and a variable number h = 1, 2, . . . of neurons in that

layer (whence d ranges through values (m+ 2)1-L+ 1 as

h ranges through 1, 2, . ..).

The goal of learning within the nested family of hypoth-

esis classes ud fid is to find the best approximation of

the relation between x and y in l_Jd ~d from a finite Set

ofn examples Z)n ={(xl, Y1 ),... ,(x~, y~)} drawn by

independent sampling from the distribution P (x, Y ), In

particular, based on the finite n-sample Dn, we wish to

determine the optimal number of parameters d* as well

as the best choice of function f (x, 6*) ~ ~d..

3 GENERALIZATION ERROR

In practical learning situations such as learning in neural

networks, one first selects a network of fixed structure

(a fixed hypothesis class ~d), and then determines the

“best” weight vector 0“ (or equivalently, the best func-

tion f (x, 6“ ) in this class) using some training algorithm.

The proximity of an approximation f (x,0) to the target

function y = g (x, ~) at each point x is measured by a

loss function q (y, f (x, ~)). For a given hypothesis class,

the function f (.,6) is completely determined by 6. With

g fixed, the loss function may be written, with a slight

abuse of notation, as a map q (x, y, 6). Examples of the

forms of loss functions include

fl(x)Y)9) = (Y–f(x, e))2 (Square-law loss),

q(x, y,e)=h(ly–f(x, e)l) (o-1 loss),

where g is some unknown function of x and & which where the familiar square-law loss function is commonly

are random vectors on the same probability space, The used in regression and learning in network settings, the

vector x can be viewed as the input to an unknown Kullback-Leibler distance (with p (y I z) denoting the

system, & a random noise term (possibly dependent on conditional density of y given z) appears frequently in

x), and y the system’s output. density estimation, and the O-1 loss function (with 6(~)
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denoting the Kronecker function) is usual in pattern

recognition.

Let us fix d for the nonce and write@ = ~d for simplic-

ity. For given d, the “goodness of fit” of f (.,6) to g(. )

is measured by the expected loss or error

(&(G, d) + q(x, y)6)P(dx)dy).

We write simply &(0) if the dimension d of the param-

eter space is clear from context. The optimal approxi-

mation f (., 8*) is such that

E(6*, d) =rrJ~&(6, d).
H

When 6* exists, it is in general not unique.

We define the corresponding empirical error on the n-

sample ZDn by

/
&n(6, d) A :~q(xi,yi,e) = q(x, y,6)Pn(dx, dy),

tc 1

where Pm is the empirical distribution that assigns mass

1/n to each pair (xi, yi). Again, we write simply L?n (Q)

when the dimension d is readily inferred from the con-

text. The global minimum oft he empirical error over 63

is denoted by 8, namely

The quantity

:(8, d I !Dn) =~q(x, y,~) P(dx, dy)

is referred to as the generalization error of the model

f (.,8) given the data Dn. We will abuse notation slightly

and write 8 to denote both the random vector ~(l)n )

which minimizes the empirical loss function and the

function ~ itself viewed as a map from the sample into

Rd. Thus,

&(8, d) =lE&(8, d \ Zln) =@@n),d I Z)n)dP,

where the expectation is with respect to the product

distribution of the sample, connotes the expected gener-

alization error obtained at the end of training a machine

of size d given a sample of size m

Typically, a supervised learning algorithm is invoked to

minimize the empirical error &m (0, d) or a modification

of it, the archetypal algorithm being gradient descent

which prescribes an iterative update of the hypothesis

in %d according to

et+, = et – e~(Ot, d) (t> o)

with e > 0 denoting the rate of learning. In the se-

quel we focus on the sequence of hypotheses { 13~,t 2 O}

generated by the gradient descent algorithm.

On notation: Vectors are assumed to be column vectors

and primes (. )‘ are used to denote matrix and vector

transpose. If 0 = (Q 1 ,.. ., Od~Rd,we VJritete

for the gradient of the function @(e) and, likewise,

for the Hessian of c$(6). We write (Q, e’) A xi 0i6{

for the usual Euclidean inner-product and 18 – 0‘[ ~

(6, e‘) 1)2 for the induced metric; for a positive definite

matrix A, we also write [6 — 8’[A ~ (0, AE3’)112 for the

weighted Euclidean distance; finally, we write [[6 I[m ~

maxi \6i\ for the Lm-vector norm and IIA[[ for the strong

matrix norm of a matrix A.

4 OPTIMAL GENERALIZATION

To simplify the problem, let us first consider the tra-

ditional approach towards choice of machine complex-

it y. In this case, the post-training generalization per-

formance is of concern but not the training process per

se. Since the structure of machine is given (i.e., the

form of the function f (x, G) is known), the only factor

that affects the complexity of the machine is the num-

ber of parameters. The problem of complexity trade-off

is equivalent to selecting the correct number of param-

eters.

We have hitherto considered learning within the con-

fines of a particular hypothesis class fid (for some fixed,

but arbitrary, d). Let us now return to a considera-

tion of the entire sequence of nested hypothesis classes

lJd ~d. For a given nested hypothesis class, there in

general exists a minimal realization of the target func-

tion, i.e., a machine of minimal machine size d“ which

achieves the best approximation of the process generat-

ing the examples.’ Define

In line with the accords of Occam’s razor, we can then

define the best machine size as the size of the minimal

realization:

d* ~ rein{ d : .S(e*(d)) < E(9*(d’)) for all d’}.

1While the minimal realization is well-defined, the notion
of “true size” is not; note that for a nested class of models a
larger machine (containing the minimal realization) will do
equally well.
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However, even if d* is known, one should not in general

expect machines of this size to yield best generalization

performance given a finite number of examples as, in the

limit of trainin~ we only have access to the machines

in the subset { 6(d), d ~ 1 } rather than the entire hy-

pothesis class. In analogy with its ensemble counterpart

6*( d), denote by 9(d) the parameter vector obtained in

the limit of training as t ~ oo. The (minimal) optimal

machine size dOPt ( m) at the limit of training satisfies

dOP,(m) ~ rein{ d : ~(~(d)) ~ ~(~(d’))

for all d’}. (A)

Note that dOPt (co) # d*, in general; an artifact of the

finite size n of the training sample.

Matters can be improved somewhat by a consideration

of the entire training process in time which results in

a larger set of available hypotheses l_Jd{ et ( d) : t > O},

where, for each d, { Ot ( d), t ~ O } is the sequence of hy-

potheses in %d generated by the gradient descent algo-

rithm operating on the corresponding machine of size d.

For any fixed d, is there any advantage to considering

the whole sequence of hypotheses { 6t ( d), t ~ O}? Con-

sider the corresponding sequence of generalization errors

{ E(Ot(d)),t ~ O }. In analogy with our notation in the

limit as t -+ CU, take the liberty of identifying 0,(d)

both with the random vector (et (d)) (!?ln ) at epoch t

as well as the function 6t (d) mapping samples Dn into

vectors in Rd. We may now define the optzmal stopping

time topt(d) by

tOPt(d) ~ min{t : 8(6t(d)) ~ 8(6t( d))

for all t’ 2 O}, (w)

where, in analogy with our convention in the limit as

t-iw,

:( Q,(d)) Al E:(El,(d) I !Dn)

+((ww l~n)dp
the integration again with respect to the sampling dis-

tribution P. Surprisingly, it transpires that the optimal

stopping time is, in general, finite, i.e., best generaliza-

tion for any fixed machine occurs at a finite time dur-

ing the training process and not in the limit of train-

ing [5, 6, 7]. The optimal machine size dOPt is obtained

by further optimizing the generalization performance

over the nesting parameter d:

dOPt ~ rein{ d : &(@toP,fd~(d)) < 8(6tOP, (d,~(d’))

for all d’},

topt + topt ( dopt ) .
(** *)

Thus, for a training sample of size n, optimal general-

ization attains if training is optimally stopped at time
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toPt on a machine of optimal size dopt:

In the sequel we show how the optimal stopping time

tOpt and optimal machine size dOPt may be determined

in practice.

4.1 Optimal Stopping and Optimal Size

Select ion

We make the following assumptions:

Al

A2

A3

A4

The loss function q (x, y, 8) is twice continuously

differentiable with respect to El, and each element

of the Hessian ~ is continuous in (x, y ).

There exists a unique optimal point 6* in the set

@ = { 9: IIQillm < A } for some constant A (which,

without lost of generality, is assumed to be 1).

There exists a constant p >0 such that the matrix

@(Q*) Q ~(e”) is nonsingular for all 6 in a p-

neighborhood of 6*.

The joint distribution of Z = (X, Y) has compact

support.

While these assumptions are fairly mild, a few com-

ments may be in order. Assumption Al is necessary if

a gradient based algorithm is to be applicable. For non-

differentiable loss functions, a differentiable approxima-

tion can be used: for example, the O-1 loss function

can be approximated arbitrarily well by the function

q(f, g)=l–e –LX(f –g )2 for a proper choice of constant

LX > 0. Assumption A4 is readily justifiable in typical

learning situations as observable quantities are typically

bounded. In fact, this assumption is much stronger than

needed for the proof of the theorems to follow. Both As-

sumption A2 and A3 deal with the topology of the error

surface. Assumption A2 tacitly focuses on the local be-

havior of the learning process when the initial hypothe-

sis is close to Q*. Such an assumption is often necessary

in order for the learning algorithm to converge. Note

that Assumption A2 does not exclude the possibility

that the error surface may contain local minima (in fact,

e’ is allowed to be a local minimum). It does, however,

exclude the situation where the error surface around 6*

flats out, a situation warranting separate study. As-

sumption A3 is closely related to Assumption A2 and

essentially requires that there be no nuisance parame-

ters (irrelevant attributes) in the model, namely, that

all the parameters have an effect on the output of the

model.



Let us first set up some more preliminary notation. De-

note by Ani (t ) the i,th largest eigenvalue of the matrix

Let Tn ~ Tn (et) be the corresponding diagonalizing ma-

trix for @n(f3t), i.e.,

Tn@n(O,)T~ = diag(~nl (t), ,.. ,And(t)),

and let ~ni (t ) the ith diagonal entry of the matrix

i=l

Theorem 1 Let O <6 < ~ be jixed and consider gra-

dient descent training on a machine of size d. Then

under Assumptions A l–A~, the generalization error of

the machine at epoch t is governed by

&( Ot, d)=iE{&n(EJ,, d)}

+E{g-[1 -(1 - d.,(t))’]}
nt

+ o (n-s~) (3)

uniformly for all initial hypotheses EIo in a 0 (n–b) -

neighborhood centered at 0’ and for all epochs t >0.

PROOF: We only sketch the main ideas here. We seek a

sufficiently accurate connection between generalization

error, training error, and machine complexity at each

epoch of training t and each size d. As a first step we

start with the Taylor expansion of & (Qt ) around t (f3* );

a consideration of the dynamics of the training process

allows us to then estimate the latter quantity in terms

of the empirical error at epoch t. This process leads to

an estimate of the form

with

t

–@n(G{)) and 0’ ~ ~(e~),

where 6A is a random vector on the line joining t3t to

o, and, for 1 <i. S t, e; is a random vector on the line

joining the successive hypotheses Oi_ 1 and ei returned

by the gradient descent algorithm at epochs i – 1 and i,

respectively.

A consideration of the rate of convergence of @ to 9*

now shows that

= ~iEtr{@-1f2(I -A(t))} +O(n-l-b),

27’7

where f2 is the almost sure limit of fln (et) as n ~ 00

and t ~ m. Write Kn = An(t) 0‘ and denote by K the

almost sure limit of Km as n + co. We then obtain

[E(eo-e*,6-e*)K I

<1(60 –;*, E(6–13*))K[

+E{lOO– 6*118 –9*l]lKn– K[l}

= Cl(n-*) +O(rL-~-26).

Now, the substitution of 0 and f2n by On (tit) and

Qn (t), respectively, in (4) occasions an error of order

0 (n–~ ’26). Consequently, we obtain

&(e,) = lE{&n(flt)} +E{~tr[I – (I –An(t))’]

x @n(t) -l Cln(t)} + O(n-36).

An orthogonal transformation of the second term yields

the desired result. I

Now writing

the integrand in (3) can be written as

&n(6t, d) +C(n, d,t),
~~

approximation complexity
error error

which gives the decomposition of the generalization er-

ror in terms of the empirical approximation error and

the contribution due to the effective machine complexity

at epoch t.For ilxed d let tn,OPt ( d) denote the smallest

value of t for which &n(f3t, d) + C(TL, d, t) is minimized

(compare with (w)), and assume that tn,OPt (d) is mea-

surable. Then for all t z O,

‘( Ot~,..t(d) (d)) = ‘{&n (Qt~,..t(d) (d))}

+ E{C(n, d,t~)~p,(d)) } + 0(n-36)

< IE{&(&(d))}

+lE{C(n, d,t)} + 0(n-3&)

= &( El*(d)) + 0(n-36).

In particular, we have

‘(%,.,,(d) (d)) 5 &(% P,(d)) + 0(n-36),

which implies that tn,OPt (d) is approximately the opti-

mal stopping time given the examples. Since tn,OPt ( d)

may be determined solely from the examples, this pro-

vides a practical method for estimating the optimal stop-

ping time t~pt (d) for a given machine size d.

Theorem 1 also forms the basis for determining the

optimal machine size. Suppose that d ranges over a



bounded set in the nested class of hypotheses Udmd.

An argument similar to the one above then gives the

optimal machine size at each epoch t. In particular, as

t ---) co, we obtain tn(Ot, d) ---) 8(@, d) and C(n, d,t) -+

+X:=l *, where Vnl (co) is the ith diagonal ele-

ment of ~ (~), and Ani (co) is the ith eigenvalue of

@n (8). The optimal machine size at the end of training

is given by dn,OPt (co ) which satisfies

d
{

d ‘vn~(co)
n,o,,(w) = argm~ &n(6, d) + ~ ~ —

}~=, Ani(cc)) “

(Compare with (A).) Since the influence of the initial

point is eliminated at the end of training, we can take

6 = ~ in Theorem 1, so that optimality here is at the

order of 0 (m– ~ ); namely, for all d,

8(6(dn,oP, (co))) s &(@(d)) + ~(n-;),

and, in particular,

~(~(dn,opt(~))) 5 :{~(d~pt(m))} + O(n-~).

Optimizing both machine size and stopping time by a

completely analogous argument enables us to obtain si-

multaneous estimates tn,o~t and dn,o~t of the optimal

stopping time

spectively.

Criterion O

choice of t =

craterion

,. ,.
tOPt and optimal machine size dOPt, re-

Optimal generalization is achieved for a

t n,opt and d = dn,OPt according to the

)) ‘~~{~n(ot(d)) +C(n, d,t)};&n (Otn,o,, (dn,opt ,

the optimahty is at the order of 0 (n-36).

(Compare with (k A A) )

4.2 Relation with AIC

Consider as choice of loss function the Kullback-Leibler

distance

q(x,g,~) =lnp(~~~~~~))

and an additive data generating model where the noise

variable < has variance 02 and is independent of x. If

g(x, ~) = f(x, 8*) + E,, it can be shown that (cf. [7])

8(6, d)= E(8*, d)+~+o (n-1).

The complexity penalty of 02 ~ prescribed by Akaike’s

information criterion [I] coincides with that of Crite-

rion O in the limit of large time. Criterion O can hence

be viewed as a formal extension of AIC to more general

settings while taking into account the training process

in time.

The optimality of model size selection via Criterion O

holds when the model size d varies over a bounded range

in the nested family of hypothesis classes. Criterion O

may not be optimal, however, if d varies unfoundedly

or if the choice of d is allowed to grow with the number

of examples, and indeed, just as for AIC, the criterion

may even lead to inconsistent learning in such cases.2

5 CONSISTENT LEARNING

In this section we derive another machine size selection

criterion which results in consistent learning based on

error bounds on the generalization error involving the

complexity of the hypothesis class. The basic idea as in

structural risk minimization [4] is to minimize the upper

bound of the generalization error in the form of a sum of

an empirical error and a term which is proportional to

the complexity of the machine. To get sharper bounds,

however, we explore the local properties of the error

function. As we will see, this results in a complexity

term of order 0( d in n/TL).3

Write z = (x, y ) for brevity, and define the finite, nonzero

quantities

Lemma 1 Under Assumptions A l–AJ1 the mequaltty

P{lW3*l>e}

< ~(+)d+l] e
–nC2(e)/K + ~(e–nB(p)),

where K = 512 Supz, e q (z, 6) and B(p) is a constant

depending only on P (Assumption A3), holds for all

n ~ e2/8.

PROOF: Again, we only sketch the principal ideas in

the proof. Define the event E ~ {16 – 9* I < p}. An

elementary conditioning argument now shows that

~{lt–6*1 > e} ~lp{@–6*1 > e I E}+ P{l@*l > p}.

2We may allow d to grow at a modest rate while still
preserving the optimality of Criterion O; for instance, d~ =

0(n”3) works [5].
3 This does not flY in cent radict ion of the Devroye-Lagosi

uniform lower bound Cl ( 1 /@) on probability y of errors.

Our bound is not uniform over the whole hypothesis~class
but rather is specialized to the point of special interest El and
depends critically on our assumptions of the error surface.
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Since &n(~) ~ &n(e*), the event ~(~) – &( O*) > b

implies the event

&(Q) –tn(il) +tn(e*)–t(6*) >6,

whence,

P{&(~) –tn(~) +8n(tI*)-&(O*) >6 I E}

SIP{&(8) –&n(@) > +6 I E}

+~{~n(6*) –&(9*) > +6 I E}.

Denoting by S((3*, e) + {(3 : IQ – 9* I ~ e}, it is easy to

see that

c(e) = inf It(e)-t(e*)} >0,
@\s(e*, e)

and that

{/G-e*/ > E} c {8(9) -t(e*j > c(~)}.

Setting 6 = C(e), we have

P{]6–e*/>e [E}

s F’{@) –&n(8) > ;C(e) I E}

+P{tn(e*) – t(e*) > ;c(G) I E}.

Hoeffding bounds and moment inequalities may now be

deployed to obtain exponential decay for the various

terms. I

Lemma 1 gives the rate of convergence of ~ to e“ in

terms of the machine complexity and the parameter

C(e) which plays an important rtile in characterizing the

complexity of the error surface near (I*, We may lower

bound C(e) as follows: since e“ is an interior point of

@ and ~ (e’) = O, we obtain the Taylor expansion

.5(e) =8(0* )+(e-e*)’O(G) (e-0*)

valid for all El 6 El\S (e*, e). In the above, 8 is a point

on the line joining ~ and El”. It follows that

c(e) = inf ~(9) –t(e*)
@\s(e’ ,6)

.

0JF$x,6)(e - ‘*) ’%$(Q)(e - e*).

~ ~~i~ o\$J,,e) 16 – e*12 ~ ~~i~~z,

where Amin denotes the smallest eigenvalue of @(6) over

@\S (0”, e). Since @(e) is continuous in e, its eigenval-

ues are continuous in El, and as @ is compact, it follows

that Xmi. >0.

All is now set for the criterion. Consider first the case

when there exists a constant A >0 such that C(e) > Ae.

A Taylor expansion of C (., d) around (I* yields

~(e, d) < 8(e*, d) + ~c21e–e*j2,

On the other hand,

:n(O*,d) s tn(~, d) +;c216–6)* [2.

Thus

:(t$, d) <IE{tn(8) +c219-e* 12}.

In order to minimize t (8, d) we seek to minimize the

integrand on the right hand side of the last inequality.

The idea now is to obtain the smallest distribution-free

upper bound for ~ – El”. This is achieved by a consid-

eration of the convergence rate evidenced in Lemma 1.

The tail bound of the lemma may be rewritten as

8exp{~(lnc~ – lne2 – ~e2)} + exp{–n,e2/K}.

For the above bound to go to zero as n -i ccJ, G can-

not be smaller than the order 0
(r)

~ foranybsl;

(J_)

@J
and indeed, precisely at the order of 0 ~ , we have

19-e*12<* with probability approaching one as

n. a co for the minimizing choice e =
G

Kd in n It fol-

lows that we require d = o (ln n/n.) if e is to approach

zero. Let 3 denote the range of values over which d is al-

lowed to range in the nested family of hypothesis classes

UdMd, and denote 3’ ~ {d ~ f : d = o(m/inn)}. In

the absence of any further information on the distance

between 8 and e’, we may elect to choose machine size

in accordance with the following

Criterion C Consistent learning is achieved with a

selection of machine size

where p, = KC2.

More precisely, we have shown the following

Theorem 2 Suppose p and c1 are constants indepen-

dent of d, and suppose Assumptions A1-A4 are satis-

jied, and furthermore, C(e) ~ AC for some A >0. Then

Criterion C leads to consistent learning in the nested

family of hypothesis classes (J~=l{ f (x, (3) : El c IRd }.

Consistency here comes about as a consequence of re-

strictions on the range on d, The minimization with

respect to d of the upper limit bound of & (~, d) is in

the hope of reducing the error when there are only a

finite number of examples. This is in the same spirit

as structural risk minimization. In general, however,

the criterion does not yield the optimal choice of ma-

chine size in the sense that the generalization error is

not minimized with a finite number of examples.
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5.1 Relation with MDL

If C(E) H ~~ K, with K < 2, we obtain a complex-

ity penalty of order 0 ( (ln n) 1f‘). In particular, when

~ = 2, we recover the order given by structural risk

minimization.

Note that the complexity penalty of Criterion C is sim-

ilar to that of MDL (cf. [3]). Indeed, if the loss function

is q(x, y,e) = —lnp(y I f(x, e)), and Vcl = 1, the cri-

terion has the same asymptotic form as MDL. Since the

complexity penalty of order 0 (d in rt/n) is about the

smallest distribution-free complexity penalty that can

be added to the empirical error, we conclude that MDL

in effect results in the smallest complexity penalty re-

quired for consistent learning.

For learning to be consistent, typically we need to re-

strict the rate of growth of machine size at an order

o (n/inn). On the other hand, a necessary condition for

MDL to lead to consistent learning is that the complex-

ity penalty din n/n approaches zero as m- + cm. This

is equivalent to requiring d to be of order o (n/inn)!

6 CONCLUSIONS

An examination of the fine structure of the Criterion O

and Criterion C shows that when d is relatively small

compared to n, the effect of machine size on generaliza-

tion error is at the order of @(1 /n); thus in this case

MDL would seem to penalize machine size too severely

to allow of an optimal trade-off between training error

and machine complexity.

There is a need for both kinds of complexity penalties,

In cases where &(6*) decreases very slowly with increase

of machine size d, i.e., in cases where the machine struc-

ture does not fit the underlying process well, the princi-

pal approach toward reduction of generalization error is

to obtain a smaller E (El”) by choosing a larger machine.

In this case, d must grow fairly fast as n increases, and

we need to impose restrictions on the growth of machine

size so that consistent learning is achieved. This is the

MDL principle at work. On the other hand, if a very

small d is required to obtain a small approximation er-

ror ~(e” ), (say d = O(nT) for r << 1/3), consistency will

be automatic, and we find nearly optimal trade-off by

penalizing the empirical error with a complexity term

of order @(1 /n). This is the AIC type of complexity

penalty at work.

In summary, the kind of complexity penalty needed de-

pends on the approximation rate & (6”). To assure con-

sistency for Criterion O, one only needs to restrict the

choice of d to the subset of indices 3’ c 7. This has the

effect of automatically switching between the two kinds

of criteria: AIC and MDL.

As a final note, our derivation of Criterion C shows that

as far as consistency of learning is concerned, the com-

plexity penalty could be rather arbitrary: any penalty

larger than O(w) will also lead to consistent learn-

ing. When optimality of generalization given a finite

number of examples is sought, however, a penalty of

order 0 (~) is magnitudes larger than needed!
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